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ABSTRACT

Web application injection attacks, such as SQL injection and

cross-site scripting (XSS) are major threats to the security

of the Internet. Several recent research efforts have investigated the use of dynamic tainting to mitigate these threats.

This paper presents complementary character coding, a new

approach to character level dynamic tainting which allows

efficient and precise taint propagation across the boundaries

of server components, and also between servers and clients

over HTTP. In this approach, each character has two encodings, which can be used to distinguish trusted and untrusted

data. Small modifications to the lexical analyzers in components such as the application code interpreter, the database

management system, and (optionally) the web browser allow them to become complement aware components, capable of using this alternative character coding scheme to enforce security policies aimed at preventing injection attacks,

while continuing to function normally in other respects. This

approach overcomes some weaknesses of previous dynamic

tainting approaches. Notably, it offers a precise protection

against persistent cross-site scripting attacks, as taint information is maintained when data is passed to a database

and later retrieved by the application program. A prototype implementation is described. An empirical evaluation

shows that the technique is effective on a group of vulnerable

benchmarks and has low overhead.



1. INTRODUCTION

Web applications are becoming an essential part of our

every day lives. As web applications become more complex, the number of programming errors and security holes

in them increases, putting users at increasing risk. The scale

of web applications has reached the point where security

flaws resulting from simple input validation errors have became the most critical threat of web application security.

Injection vulnerabilities such as cross site scripting and SQL

injection rank as top two of the most critical web application security flaws in the OWASP (Open Web Application

Security Project) top ten list [25].

Web applications typically involve interaction of several

components, each of which processes a language. For example, an application may generate SQL queries that are

sent to a database management system and generate HTML

code with embedded Javascript that is sent to a browser,

from which the scripts are sent to a Javascript interpreter.

Throughout this paper we will use the term component languages to refer to the languages of various web application

technologies such as PHP, SQL, HTML, Javascript, etc. We



will also use the term components to denote the software

dealing with the parsing and execution of code written in

these languages from both server side and client side such

as a PHP interpreter, a database management system, a web

browser, etc.

Web application injection attacks occur when user inputs are crafted to cause execution of some component language code that is not intended by the application developer. There are different classes of injection attacks depending on which component language is targeted. For example, SQL injection targets the application’s SQL statements

while cross site scripting targets the application’s HTML

and Javascript code. These types of vulnerabilities exist because web applications construct statements in these component languages by mixing untrusted user inputs and trusted

developer code. Best application development practice demands the inclusion of proper input validation code to remove these vulnerabilities. However, it is hard to do this because proper input validation is context sensitive. That is,

the input validation routine required is different depending

on the component language for which the user input is used

to construct statements. For example, the input validation

required for the construction of SQL statements is different

from the one required for the construction of HTML, and

that is different from the one required for the construction

of Javascript statements inside HTML. Because of this and

the increasing complexity of web applications, manual applications of input validation are becoming impractical. Just a

single mistake could lead to dire consequences.

Researchers have proposed many techniques to guard against

injection vulnerabilities. Several approaches use dynamic

tainting techniques [9, 11, 23, 24, 26, 27, 38]. They involve

instrumenting application code or modifying the application

language interpreter to keep track of which memory locations contain values that are affected by user inputs. Such

values are considered “tainted”, or untrusted. At runtime,

locations storing user inputs are marked as tainted, the taint

markings are propagated so that variables that are affected

(through data flow and/or control flow) by inputs can be

identified, and the taint status of variables is checked at

“sinks” where sensitive operations are performed.

Dynamic tainting techniques are effective at preventing

many classes of injection attacks, but there are a number of

drawbacks to current approaches to implementing dynamic

tainting. Perhaps the most limiting of these arises when applications store and/or retrieve persistent data (e.g. using

a database). Current approaches to dynamic tainting do

not provide a clean way to preserve the taint status of such



data. Viewing the entire database as tainted, when retrieving data, is overly conservative. But viewing it as untainted

leaves applications vulnerable to persistent attacks, such as

stored XSS attacks.

This paper presents a new approach to dynamic tainting,

in which taint marks are seamlessly carried with the data

as it crosses boundaries between components. In particular, data stored in a database carries its taint status with

it, allowing it to be treated appropriately when it is subsequently processed by other application code. The approach

is based on complementary character coding, in which each

character has two encodings, one used to represent untainted

data and the other used to represent tainted data. Characters can be compared with full comparison, in which the

two representations are treated differently, or value comparison, in which they are treated as equivalent. With fairly

small modifications, components (e.g. the application language interpreter, DBMS, and optionally client-side components) can become complement aware components (CACs),

which use full comparison for recognizing (most) tokens of

their component language, while using value comparison in

other contexts. When component language code entered

by a user (attempted injection attacks) is processed by the

CAC under attack, the component does not recognize the

component language tokens, therefore does not execute the

attack. Meanwhile, trusted component language code executes normally. Ideally, the approach will be deployed with

complement aware components on both the server side and

the client side, but we also demonstrate a server side only

approach that still protects current web browsers against

XSS attacks. This allows for a gradual migration strategy through the use of server side HTTP content negotiation, supporting both current web browsers and complement

aware browsers at once.

In addition to offering protection against stored attacks,

the CAC approach has several other attractive features. Existing dynamic tainting approaches require the processing at

sinks to embody detailed knowledge of the component language with which the application is interacting at the sink

(e.g. SQL, HTML) and to parse the strings accordingly. The

CAC approach delegates this checking to the components,

which need to parse the strings the application is passing

to them anyway. This provides increased efficiency and, potentially, increased accuracy. Taint propagation is also very

efficient in the CAC approach, because taint propagation via

data flow occurs automatically, without the need for application code instrumentation.

The main contributions of this work are:

• The concept of complementary character coding, a character encoding scheme where each character is encoded

with two code points instead of one. Two forms of complementary character coding, Complementary ASCII

and complementary Unicode, are presented.

• A new approach to dynamic tainting with complementary character coding, which allows preservation

of taint information across component boundaries.

• The concept of complement aware components (CAC),

which use complementary character coding to prevent

a number of web application input injection attacks,

including SQL injection and cross site scripting.



• A proof of concept implementation of our technique in

LAMP (Linux Apache MySQL PHP) with complementary ASCII. Two variants are demonstrated, one that

requires browser modifications and one that only modifies server side components, allowing an incremental

deployment strategy for legacy browsers.

• An experimental evaluation of the prototype, demonstrating that the approach is effective against SQL injection, reflected and stored XSS attacks, and has low

overhead.

The rest of this paper will be structured as follows: The

remainder of this section presents a motivating example.

Section 2 introduces complementary character coding with

descriptions of complementary ASCII and complementary

Unicode, and our approach of dynamic tainting with complementary character coding. Section 3 describes the use

of complementary character coding to prevent web application injection. It also describes a gradual migration strategy

of our technique through the use of HTTP content negotiation. Section 4 provides an example walk-through of the

technique, showing how it prevents a series of attacks. Section 5 discusses the limitations of the technique. Section

6 describes our proof of concept implementation of LAMP

(Linux Apache MySQL PHP) using the technique with complementary ASCII. Section 7 shows the results of an experimental evaluation, which demonstrates our implementation’s effectiveness against attacks and measures its performance overhead. Section 8 discusses related work. Section

9 concludes with a discussion of other potential applications

of complementary character coding and future work.



Motivating Example

Figure 1 contains the code of an example web application.

Assume this is a LAMP (Linux Apache MySQL PHP) application. The database contains a single table, called messages with attributes username and message, both stored as

strings. We illustrate several cases of execution to demonstrate both normal execution and several types of injection

attacks. In Section 4 below, we will show how our technique

prevents these attacks. The input cases are shown in figure

2.

Case one is an example of a normal execution. Lines 7

and 8 get the user’s inputs from the HTTP request for this

page. Lines 10 to 13 begin generation of an HTML page

that will eventually be sent to the user’s browser. A greeting is generated as HTML at lines 16-18. At lines 21 to 24,

an SQL insert statement is generated then sent to MySQL,

which inserts data provided by the user into the database.

Lines 27 to 34 generate an SQL query, send it to MySQL,

then iterate through the result set, generating HTML to display the contents of the database (excluding messages from

the admin). The web server sends the generated HTML

to the user’s browser, which parses it and displays the welcome message and and the table on the user’s screen. We

will assume the database is not compromised initially, so no

attacks occurred.

Case two is an example of a SQL injection attack. The

SQL code being executed at line 23 becomes insert into messages values (’user’, ’hello’);drop table messages;−−’), since

there is no input validation. This results in the deletion of

the table messages from the database. By modifying the
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&lt;?php

//connect to database

connectdb();

//unsanitized user inputs

$message = $_POST[’message’];

$username = $_POST[’username’];

//html header

echo ’&lt;html&gt;

&lt;head&gt; &lt;title&gt;Blog&lt;/title&gt; &lt;/head&gt;

&lt;body&gt;’;

//welcome the user

if(isset($username)) {

echo "Welcome $username &lt;br /&gt;";

}



//insert new message

if(isset($message)) {

$query = "insert into messages values (’$username’,

’$message’)";

23.

$result = mysql_query($query);

24. }

25.

26. //display all messages besides the ones from admin

27. $query = "select * from messages";

28. $result = mysql_query($query);

29. echo ’&lt;br /&gt;&lt;b&gt;Your messages:&lt;/b&gt;’;

30. while($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($result)){

31.

if($row[’username’] != "admin") {

32.

echo "&lt;br /&gt;{$row[’username’]} wrote: &lt;br /&gt;

{$row[’message’]}&lt;br /&gt;";

33.

}

34. }

35.

36. //display the rest of html

37. echo ’&lt;br /&gt;&lt;br /&gt;&lt;b&gt;Post new message&lt;/b&gt;’;

38. echo "&lt;form action=\"blog.php\" method=\"post\"&gt;";

39. echo ’ &lt;br /&gt; name &lt;br /&gt;

40.

&lt;input type="text" name = "username"&gt; &lt;br /&gt;

41.

&lt;br /&gt; message &lt;br /&gt;

42.

&lt;textarea wrap="virtual" cols="50%" rows="5%" name=

43.

"message"&gt;&lt;/textarea&gt;&lt;br /&gt;&lt;br /&gt;

44.

&lt;input type="submit" value="submit"&gt;

45.

&lt;/form&gt;

46.

&lt;/body&gt; &lt;/html&gt;’;

47. ?&gt;



Figure 1: Example Code



Case 1:

username = user

message = hello

Case 2:

username = user

message = hello’);drop table messages;-Case 3:

username = &lt;script&gt;document.location="http://poly.edu"&lt;/script&gt;

message = hello

Case 4:

username = user

message = &lt;script&gt;document.location="http://poly.edu"&lt;/script&gt;



Figure 2: Input Cases for Example in Fig. 1



attack string an attacker can construct and execute other

malicious SQL code as well.

Case three is an example of a reflected cross site scripting

attack. The unsanitized user input (a script) is included in

the HTML at line 17. When the HTML is parsed by the

browser, it will recognize the script tags and send the enclosed script to its Javascript engine, which will parse it and

execute it. In this case the script redirects the user to another website. An attacker can exploit this by inducing users

to provide inputs like case three, causing redirection to another malicious web page which steal personal information,

etc.

Case four is an example of a persistent cross site scripting

attack. At line 23, the unsanitized attack script is stored in

the database. It is later displayed to any user visiting the

application when lines 27 to 34 are executed. This is a more

severe form of cross site scripting because it affects everyone

visiting the web page.



2.



COMPLEMENTARY CHARACTER

CODING



In complementary character coding, each character is encoded with two code points instead of one. That is, we have

two versions of every character. It is the basis of our technique against web application injection. In this section we

introduce complementary ASCII and complementary Unicode, two forms of complementary character coding. We

will also introduce the concepts of value comparison and

full comparison which are used to compare characters in

complementary character coding.



2.1



Complementary ASCII



Complementary ASCII is the application of complementary character coding to standard ASCII [1]. In other words,

in complementary ASCII we have two versions of every standard ASCII character. This is possible because standard

ASCII uses 7 bits per character (with values 0-127), while

each byte is 8 bits (with values 0-256). Complementary

ASCII is encoded as follows: The lowest seven bits are called

the data bits, which associates to standard ASCII characters 0-127. The eighth bit is called the sign bit, a sign bit

of 0 corresponds to a standard character and a sign bit of

1 corresponds to a complement character. In other words,

for every standard character c in {0...127} from standard

ASCII, there exists a complement character c’ = c + 128

that is its complement.

Table 1 shows the complementary ASCII character table,

standard characters are shown with a white background and

complement characters are shown with a dark gray background, empty cells represent the ASCII control characters

in both versions which are not printable. The rows denote

the leftmost 4 bits of a byte in hexadecimal, and the columns

denote the rightmost 4 bits. For example, standard character K is 4B (75 in decimal) and its complement version is

CB (203 in decimal). Note that the difference between every

standard character and its complement version is always 128,

which is the result of flipping the sign bit. Because of this,

the conversion between standard and complement characters

in complementary ASCII can be done in a single instruction. To convert a character into a complement character,

a bitwise OR operation with the value of 128 (10000000 in

binary) can be used. To convert a character into a standard



each character. Since a character and its taint status reside in the same piece of data, taint propagation

via dataflow occurs automatically during execution.

Therefore code instrumentation and its resulting overhead is no longer needed for taint propagation. This

is one of the strengths of our technique over existing

dynamic tainting techniques. 1



character, use a bitwise AND operation with the value of

127 (01111111 in binary).



2.2 Value Comparison and Full Comparison

Since there are two versions of every character in complementary character coding, there must be certain rules to

establish how characters are compared. In complementary

character coding there are two different ways to compare

characters, value comparison and full comparison. Under

value comparison, a standard character is equivalent to its

complement version. A simple way to implement value comparison is to compute the standard forms of the characters

and compare them. In complementary ASCII, this can be

done by doing a bitwise AND operation with the value of 127

(01111111 in binary) on both operands and then comparing

all the bits.

Full comparison, however, compares all bits of a character

including the sign bit. Therefore under full comparison the

standard and complement versions of the same character

are not equal. Note that all complement characters will be

evaluated as greater than all standard characters under full

comparison regardless of the value of their data bits. This

is not a problem because our technique does not use full

comparison for any inequality comparisons.



2.3 Complementary Unicode

With the internationalization of the web, standard ASCII

characters will no longer be sufficient as Unicode [32] is becoming the standard character format for displaying web

content. Currently Unicode contains over a million code

points and as of the current version of Unicode 5.2.0 less

than 25 percent of this space is used or reserved. Due to

the vast amount of available space, complementary Unicode

can be implemented in different ways. One possible implementation of complementary Unicode can be done just like

complementary ASCII through the use of the high order bit

as the sign bit. Under this representation the operations of

character conversion, value comparison and full comparison

are implemented in nearly the same way as their counterparts in complementary ASCII. Our proof of concept implementation is done in complementary ASCII; future work

includes implementation of complementary Unicode. The

extra space also allows the possibility of for having more

than two versions of every character through multiple sign

bits, which will be investigated in future work as well.



2.4 Dynamic Tainting with Complementary

Character Coding

We now present our new character level dynamic tainting

technique using complementary character coding. The three

steps of dynamic tainting can be implemented as follows:

• Initialization of taint values: In the context of dynamic

tainting, we will use complement characters to represent tainted values and use standard characters to represent untainted values. The switching of a character’s

taint status can be done in a single instruction, as described above.

• Taint propagation: Value comparison is used to compare characters during execution, thus the program

continues to function normally in spite of the fact that

extra information (taint status) is carried along with



• Instrumentation of taint sinks:

– As discussed in section 3, if the component C to

which a string is being sent is complement aware,

checking of whether tainted data is being used

appropriately is delegated to C, so no additional

instrumentation is needed at the taint sink.

– If C is a legacy component that is not complement aware, taint sink processing similar to that

of existing dynamic tainting techniques can be

used, after isolating the sign bit of each character to check its taint status. This can be done

through code instrumentation or by passing the

data through a filter before passing it to C.

Complementary character coding has the following advantages over existing dynamic tainting techniques: First

it allows for free taint storage and implicit taint propagation through normal execution, removing the need for code

instrumentation and the resulting overhead of existing dynamic tainting techniques. Second, under the guise of a character encoding, our technique allows for complete and seamless taint propagation between different server-side components, and also between servers and clients over HTTP.

Our approach is particularly useful against persistent cross

site scripting attacks, as taint status of every character is automatically stored in the database, along with the character.

Data read in from the database carries detailed information

about taint status. Thus, when such data becomes the web

application output, it can be handled appropriately (either

through complement aware browser techniques or through

server-side filtering.) Achieving this type of protection efficiently with existing dynamic tainting techniques remains a

challenge, as it would require taint information to be passed

to and from the DBMS, along with data being inserted or

retrieved.



3.



COMPLEMENT AWARE COMPONENTS



We now describe how a component can leverage complementary character coding to allow safe execution against

injection attacks. A web application constructs statements

of a component language by mixing trusted strings provided

by the developers2 and untrusted user input data and sends

these to other components.

Each component C takes inputs in a formal language LC

with a well-defined lexical and grammatical structure (SQL,

HTML, etc.). As in reference [30] each component language

can have a security policy that stipulates where untrusted

1

We currently assume the applications only propagate taint

via data flow. Program transformation techniques similar to

those in [7] could be used in a pre-processing step to assure

this, if necessary.

2

We assume here that developer code is trusted; dealing

with untrusted developers is outside the scope of this work

and related work on web injection vulnerabilities.
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Table 1: Complementary ASCII Character Table



user inputs are permitted within elements of LC . In general, a security policy could be expressed at the level of LC ’s

context free grammar, but our technique focuses on security

policies defined at the level of LC ’s lexical structure.

In our approach, complementary character coding is used

to distinguish trusted (developer-generated) characters from

untrusted (user-generated) characters throughout the system. Trusted characters are represented by standard characters while untrusted characters are represented by complement characters. By making small modifications to their

parsers, components can be made complement aware, capable of safe execution against input injection attacks through

the enforcement of a default security policy, or other optional

policies if the default policy is deemed too restrictive.

More formally, the security policy of a complement aware

component C is defined in terms of the tokens of LC . The

allowed tokens are tokens which can include untrusted characters; all other tokens are designated as sensitive tokens

where untrusted characters are not allowed.

We define a Default Policy for each component language

as follows: All tokens except literal strings (not including

the string delimiters) and numbers are sensitive. The Default Policy defines the allowed token set as numbers and literal strings, all other tokens are defined as sensitive tokens.

For example, the Default Policy applied to SQL states that

tokens representing numbers and literal strings are allowed

tokens, while all other tokens representing SQL keywords,

operators, attribute names, delimiters, etc. are sensitive tokens.

A component C with input language LC is complement

aware with respect to a security policy P with allowed token

set AP if

• The character set includes all relevant standard and

complement characters (e.g. complementary ASCII or

complementary Unicode).

• Sensitive tokens, i.e., tokens that are not in AP , only

contain standard characters.

• LC has a default token d which is in AP . Strings that

do not match any other token match d. (Typically this

would be the string literal token).

• During lexical analysis C uses value comparison while

attempting to recognize tokens in AP and uses full

comparison for all other tokens.

• Aside from parsing, C uses value comparison (e.g. during execution).



The first four elements assure that complement aware components enforce their security policies and the last element

allow the component to function normally after checking the

security policy, so data values are compared as usual, preserving normal functionality.

Assume trusted developer code is encoded in standard

characters and user inputs are translated into complement

characters on entry to the system (e.g. by the web server).

Consider what happens when the application sends a string

s to component C. Since a substring of s that contains complement characters cannot match any sensitive token under

full comparison, the following Safety Property is satisfied: If component C is complement aware with respect to

security policy P then C enforces P , i.e.,

For any string s, consisting of trusted (standard)

and untrusted (complement) characters that is

input to C, parsing s with LC ’s grammar yields

a parse tree in which every token (terminal symbol) that contains untrusted characters is in AP .

Consequently, when the parsed token stream is further interpreted (e.g. during execution of the input), no sensitive

tokens will come from untrusted inputs.

Note that if C is complement aware with respect to the

Default Policy and if s is an attempted injection attack in

which characters that come from user are encoded with complement characters, then C’s lexical analyzer will treat any

keywords, operators, delimiters, etc. in s that contain complement characters (i.e. that were entered by the user) as

parts of the default token (string literal), and the attack

string will be safely executed like normal inputs.

The Default Policy is a strong policy that is restrictive.

It is designed to be a safe default that is applicable to a

wide number of languages against both malicious and nonmalicious types of injections. For example, the Default Policy would define the use of HTML boldface tags (&lt;b&gt; and

&lt;/b&gt;) from user inputs as a form of HTML injection, thus

they are blocked by our technique while enforcing the Default Policy. Other less restrictive policies can be defined

through the addition of more tokens to the allowed token

set AP . For example, if the developers of a web browser

wish to allow the rendering of boldface tags entered by users,

they can modify the Default Policy by adding boldface tags

to AP , creating a less restrictive policy which allows the

rendering of boldface tags when enforced using the same

technique above.

To implement a complement aware version of a component C, its lexical analyzer can be modified in a concep-



tually straight-forward manner. Let rt be the regular expression describing a token t. If t is in AP (an allowed

token), rt is modified by replacing each character s by the

expression (s|s′ ) where s′ is the complement character corresponding to s and the vertical bar is the OR symbol of the

regular expression language. For example, to allow a boldface tag, the regular expression &lt;b&gt;, would be replaced by

(&lt; | &lt;′ )(b|b′ )(&gt; | &gt;′ ), which represents the tag written with

standard or complement characters. The lexical analyzer

can then be modified, accordingly.



3.1 Backwards Compatibility and

Migration Strategy

Figure 3 provides an architectural overview of our technique. We can ensure backwards compatibility between complement aware servers and legacy web browsers with the use

of HTTP content negotiation [37] with the Accept-Charset

header. A content negotiation module, shown in step 4 of

figure 3, routes the application output in two ways. For

a complement aware browser which specifies itself as complement aware in the Accept-Charset header, the content

negotiation module sends the application output in complementary character coding over HTTP unchanged. For a

legacy web browser that does not support complementary

character coding, the negotiation module routes the output

to an HTTP filter. The filter performs the function of a

complement aware web browser on the server side at the expense of server side overhead. It does so by applying the

Default Policy for HTML and converting its character encoding to one that is readable by the client web browser,

specified by the Accept-Charset header in the request. This

modified output is then sent back to the client web browser.

This architecture allows for a gradual migration strategy.

Initially, deployment of complement aware servers would result in the usage of the HTTP filter for nearly all requests,

resulting in extra server overhead. This extra server overhead would gradually decrease as more and more users upgrade to complement aware web browsers, which no longer

use the filtering.

We now present two illustrations of our technique with figure 3. Scenario (1) uses a complement aware web browser.

Scenario (2) uses a legacy web browser that does not support complementary character coding to demonstrate our

content negotiation mechanism for backwards compatibility. For both scenarios, we assume the complement aware

components implement the Default Policy as their security

policies.

Scenario 1: In step 1, a HTTP request along with standard URL encoded user inputs are sent to the server by a

complement aware web browser. The request is URL encoded as specified by the HTTP protocol, identifying itself

as complement aware with the Accept-Charset header. In

step 2, the server converts the user input into complementary ASCII/Unicode as complement characters3 . In step 3,

these converted inputs are executed in the web application,

where developer code are in standard characters while user

inputs are in complement characters. Value comparison is

used within the application, so it functions normally.

When the application sends strings to complement aware

components, the components apply their security policies.

For example, as SQL statements are constructed and sent

3

The input conversion module returns complement characters for all possible inputs.



to a complement aware database component to be parsed,

the default security policy is enforced by using full comparison to match all SQL tokens in the sensitive token set

(every token except numbers and literal strings), while using

value comparison to match tokens in the allowed token set

(numbers and literal strings). After parsing, during the execution of the SQL query by the database component, value

comparison is used, so functionality is preserved.

The application constructs the HTML output by mixing

developer code, user inputs, and values obtained from the

database. In step 4, this output is sent to the content negotiation module, which checks the Accept-Charset header

of the HTTP request to see if the client browser is complement aware. Since the browser is complement aware

in scenario (1), the application output is sent back to the

client browser as the HTTP response, labeling the output

character set as complementary ASCII/Unicode. In step

5, the complement aware browser receives the HTML output, recognizes the output character set as complementary

ASCII/Unicode and parses the output accordingly. During

parsing the browser’s security policy is enforced. Because

the Default Policy is used, full comparison is used to match

all HTML tags, comments, etc. Consequently, any such tokens that are tainted, whether they came directly from this

user’s input or whether they’d been stored previously then

retrieved from the database, are treated as default tokens,

i.e. string literals. After parsing, the page is then rendered

on the screen where value comparison is used in principle;

this means that complement characters are made to look like

their default counterparts on the screen.

Scenario 2: The browser does not support complementary

character coding. Beginning at step 7, the browser sends an

URL encoded HTTP request to the server, similar to step

1. However, the request does not identify itself as complement aware at the Accept-Charset header; it accepts UTF-8

instead. The input conversion in step 2 and execution of

application code in step 3 are the same as in scenario (1).

In step 4, the application output is sent to the content negotiation module, which checks the Accept-Charset header of

the HTTP request to see if the client web browser is complement aware. Since the web browser in this scenario is not

complement aware, the output is sent to an HTTP filter,

which applies the Default Policy for HTML, while converting its character encoding to UTF-8. For example, the filter

can escape tainted characters occurring in HTML tags using

HTML numeric character references [36]. This is similar to

the processing that needs to be done at sinks in existing dynamic tainting approaches, but since the taint marks were

preserved as the data passed in and out of the database, it

offers protection against stored XSS attacks. Finally, the

new output is sent to the browser in step 8 and rendered

normally in step 9.



4.



EXAMPLE REVISITED WITH CAC



Now we will demonstrate how the four example cases from

Section 1.1 will execute as complement aware components

enforcing the Default Policy with complementary ASCII.

Assume we are using a complement aware web browser.

First, according to steps 1 and 2 on figure 3, all user inputs are converted into complement characters by the server

upon arrival. Developer code is encoded in standard characters. We now describe each case as we begin step 3 on

figure 3, as the application begins to execute. We will show



Figure 3: Architecture of Our Technique

all complement characters with underlines.

In case one, first the application generates Welcome user

as HTML at lines 16-18. At line 24, the application constructs the SQL query insert into messages values (’user’,

’hello’) and sends it to the DBMS to be executed. During

parsing of the SQL query, the complement aware DBMS enforces the Default Policy by using full comparison to match

all sensitive tokens in SQL. The tokens user and hello are

recognized as literal strings (albeit with a non-standard character set). During the execution of the SQL query value

comparison is used if the query involves some form of comparison. (It is not shown in this example however, but if the

query contains a where clause then value comparison would

be used to evaluate it.) The values user and hello are stored

in the database.

When lines 27 to 34 are executed, the application generates HTML to display the contents of the database. A SQL

query is generated at line 27 and the query is passed to the

DBMS at line 28. This query is encoded entirely in standard

characters; each string representing a token matches the intended token using full comparison, so the query is executed.

The contents of the database are encoded in complementary ASCII which contains a mixture of standard characters

and complement characters. The comparison at line 31 uses

value comparison, which works correctly. (The value user

is not equal to admin, but admin, admin, admin, admin,

etc. are all equivalent to each other under value comparison.) (Similarly, if the comparison had been done using a

WHERE clause in the query, rather than by the PHP code,

the DBMS would have used value comparison while evaluating the WHERE clause of the query, with the same results.)

The content negotiation module in step 4 recognizes the

browser as complement aware and, in step 5, sends the generated HTML unchanged to the web browser. In step 6,



the web browser parses the HTML. To enforce the Default

Policy, full comparison is used during parsing to match any

HTML tags, comments, etc. Since user and hello are in complement characters while HTML tags are in standard characters, they cannot be matched as any tag under full comparison during parsing and the Default Policy is enforced.

After parsing, the characters are then rendered by the web

browser, at this point value comparison is used in principle.

It basically means that the complement characters are made

to look the same as their standard counterparts on the user’s

screen.

In case two, the SQL query insert into messages values

(’user’, ’hello’);drop table messages;−−’) is constructed and

sent to the database parser at line 24. Full comparison is

used during parsing. The values user and hello’);drop table

messages;−− match no sensitive tokens in SQL because under full comparison, ’ is not equal to ’, ) is not equal to ),

drop is not equal to drop, etc. Therefore the input strings are

recognized as default tokens (in this case string literals) and

are stored literally in the database just like any other string

the user provides. The maliciously injected SQL tokens are

not interpreted by the DBMS parser the way the attacker

intended, so the attempted SQL injection attack fails while

the application continues to execute correctly.

In case three, value Welcome &lt;script&gt;document.location=

”http://poly.edu”&lt;/script&gt; is generated as HTML at lines

16-18. When the page is parsed by the web browser, the

HTML parser uses full comparison. No tags are matched by

the parser because &lt;script&gt; is not equal to &lt;script&gt; under

full comparison. So the browser does not interpret the injected tag as the beginning of a script and does not send the

contents to the Javascript interpreter. Instead, this string

and every other string the user enters will just be rendered

literally on the screen.



Case four is the same as case three except that the attack

string is stored in the database as well. Like before, the

input does not match any tokens in SQL or any HTML tags

under full comparison during parsing. The string is stored

literally in the database and is displayed literally on the web

browser.

This example only shows the prevention of SQL injection

and cross-site scripting, however it’s important to note that

our technique is designed to be general and it can be used

against other types of web application injections as well.

With complementary character coding, wherever user input

is being used to construct statements in a language that is

interpreted by other components (XML interpreters, eval,

etc), security policies for those components can be defined

and complement aware versions of the component can be

implemented to prevent injection attacks.



5. LIMITATIONS

Complement aware components provide protection against

a wide range of web injection attacks. However, the technique has certain limitations. Applications that involves

bit level operations on characters (e.g. shifting left) may

break the technique. Because of this, a full implementation would require library functions and features involving

low level bit manipulation to be changed to support complementary character coding, e.g. string to number functions, arithmetic functions, hash functions, etc. However

the number of changes are finite and only need to be done

once by language designers, the amount of work is similar to

making a language compatible for new character set. The

technique is also circumvented by applications that produce

statements in component languages that include characters

which are control-dependent, but not data dependent on inputs. The same problem occurs with other dynamic tainting

techniques unless taint propagation via control dependence

is implemented [7]. We also assume that the technique is

being used in an environment where other appropriate security measures are in force to prevent attackers from tampering with the bits of characters while they are stored in the

database or being transmitted.



6. IMPLEMENTATION

We now describe our proof of concept implementation of

LAMP (Linux Apache MySQL PHP) with complementary

ASCII. Our implementation enforces the Default Policy for

all components. It is incomplete, as we have only implemented enough to perform our experiments. The key implementation issue is implementing value comparison at the

right places, since full comparison is already done by default.

To simplify our implementation we have omitted the encoding of numbers into complement characters, as the Default

Policy already omits numbers. Because of this no modifications of parsers are necessary to enforce the Default Policy.

We begin with an installation of LAMP with an 8 bit character encoding. For simplicity, we used the Latin-1 character

set [14]. Latin-1’s first 128 characters are exactly the same

as the standard characters in complementary ASCII. We

will use the other 128 characters to represent complement

characters even though they look different, since we can easily modify the way they are displayed in several ways. We

choose the simplest approach of modifying a font in Linux

to display them correctly, this allows us to skip the imple-



mentation of value comparison in a web browser to support the rendering of complement characters correctly. We

modified PHP to encode the contents of GET and POST

input arrays into complement characters at the point they

are initialized. We modified the PHP interpreter so that the

bytecode instructions for comparison used value comparison.

The parser continues to use full comparison. For MySQL,

the query execution engine was modified to use value comparison, while the parser continued to use full comparison.

The content negotiation module and HTTP filter are implemented with an Apache output filter. Since we are using

the Default Policy, the filter simply converts all complement

characters to a safe representation by encoding them using

HTML numeric character references.

This implementation was sufficient for experimenting with

a variety of web applications. There is more work to be done

for a complete implementation, including encoding of other

forms of user input such as cookies into complement characters, modification of the MySQL parser to use value comparison to match numbers, modification of a web browser to

use value comparison to display characters, the implementation of a complement aware Javascript engine in this web

browser, and a more complex content negotiation filter to

support Javascript on the server side. Additional support

for other features and library functions in PHP and MySQL

to support value comparison is also needed. As discussed

in section 5, every library function and feature involving

low level bit manipulation would be examined and changed

to support complementary character coding, e.g. string to

number functions, arithmetic functions, hash functions, etc.

In addition, we plan to explore implementation of more

flexible (non-default) security policies and extend the prototype to cover additional components, such as the shell

interpreter (to guard against operating system command injections.)



7.



EVALUATION



Our experimental evaluation has two objectives: 1) evaluate our implementation’s effectiveness against attacks, and

2) measure the runtime overhead resulting from using our

implementation. Two sets of test data were used. The

SQL Injection Application Testbed [29] was created to evaluate a technique called AMNESIA [10] which guards against

SQL injection. This testbed has also been used for evaluating various techniques developed by other researchers

[3, 11, 28, 30]. It consists of a large number of test cases

on a series of applications available at http://gotocode.com.

It contains two types of test cases: the ATTACK set which

contains SQL injection attacks, and the LEGIT set which

contains legitimate queries that look like SQL injection attacks. Our second benchmark is from ARDILLA [17], which

generates test cases automatically. This test set contains

cases of SQL injections, and both reflected and persistent

cross site scripting attacks on a set of applications found on

http://sourceforge.net/. Tables 2 and 3 summarize both of

these benchmarks. The first columns contain the names of

the applications. The second columns contain the number

of lines of code (LOC) from each application. The remaining columns show the numbers of the different types of test

cases from each set. All the programs are LAMP applications. Our experiments are performed on a dual core 2 GHz

laptop with 3 GB of RAM running our LAMP implementation based on Ubuntu 9.04, Apache 2.2.13, MySQL 5.1.39,



LOC

bookstore

classi↓eds

empldir

events

portal



16,959

10,949

5,658

7,242

16,453



Cartesian

(ATTACK set)

3063

3211

3947

3002

2968



perParam

(ATTACK set)

410

378

440

603

717



Random

(ATTACK set)

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001



Legit

(LEGIT set)

608

576

660

900

1080



Total

6082

6166

7048

6506

6766



Table 2: Description of the SQL Injection Application Testbed



schoolmate

webchess

faqforge

geccbblite



LOC

8,181

4,722

1,712

326



SQL Injection

6

12

1

2



Reflected XSS

10

13

4

0



Persistent XSS

2

0

0

4



Total

18

25

5

6



Table 3: Description of ARDILLA Test Set



and PHP 5.2.11. Two minor incompatibilities were encountered during the installation of these applications. They

were caused by the lack of implementation of value comparison in certain language features of PHP and MySQL.

The first one is caused by the lack of value comparison in

the MD5 function from PHP, as a temporary workaround

we remove calls to this function. The second incompatibility is due to the lack of support of the ENUM data type

in MySQL, we have replaced ENUM with VARCHAR in

database schemas as a workaround. Both of these issues can

be resolved with a complete implementation of our system.

To evaluate effectiveness of our technique, we ran both

test sets with our CAC implementation. We then examined

the database query logs, the database tables, and the HTML

output to determine if an attack has actually occurred. Examination of the database query logs shows that the same

set of SQL queries were executed over and over again for

the same page, and that all user inputs in the queries and

the database were encoded as complement characters. Upon

further examination of the HTML outputs we conclude that

the applications display the same default behavior (invalid

password, no results found, etc.) whether they are under attack or not. As expected, there were no signs of injections.

We also manually tested each application for functionality

defects, and we found no defects caused by our technique

other than the two installation issues discussed above.

We then measured the runtime overhead of our technique.

We expected the overhead of our technique to be small, since

the only sources of overhead are from the encoding of user

inputs into complement characters and the use of value comparison, each of which was implemented in a few instructions. Our evaluation is done by comparing the difference

in runtime between the original LAMP installation that our

implementation is based on, and our CAC implementation

both with and without the use of the HTTP filter to measure the overhead of our content negotiation technique. We

only use the LEGIT set from the SQL Injection Application

Testbed for this, since successful attacks from the ATTACK

set on the original installation would cause different paths

of execution, and produce irrelevant timing results. We ran

this test set on each setup 100 times and computed the average run time and the 95% confidence interval. The results

were shown on table 4. The first column contains the names

of the applications. The second column contains the average

time of the original LAMP installation over 100 runs along

with its 95% confidence interval. The third column contains

the average time of our complement aware server implemen-



tation without passing through the HTTP filter (interacting

with a complement aware web browser). The fourth column

contains the percentage difference between columns two and

three. The fifth column contains the average time of our

complement aware server through the HTTP filter (interacting with a legacy web browser) to show the overhead of

our backwards compatibility technique.

These results shows a performance improvement of complementary character coding compared to existing dynamic

tainting techniques. For example, the average overhead of

WASP [11] over the same benchmark is listed as 6%, while

the worst case overhead of our technique is no more than

2%. Since overhead were on the order of milliseconds per

request, other factors such as database operations, network

delay, etc. will easily dominate it when our technique is

deployed for real world applications.



8.



RELATED WORK



Researchers have proposed many other techniques against

web injection attacks. Dynamic tainting techniques [9, 11,

23, 24, 26, 27, 38] have the most similarity to our technique. Dynamic tainting are runtime analysis techniques

which generally involve the idea of marking of every string

within a program with taint variables and propagating them

across execution. Attacks are detected when a tainted string

is used as a sensitive value. As discussed in sections 2 and

3, the difference between our technique compared to traditional dynamic tainting techniques is that complementary

character coding provides character level taint propagation

across component boundaries of web applications without

the need of code instrumentation and its overhead. Another

difference is that while previous dynamic tainting techniques

implement taint sinks using code instrumentation to detect

attacks, our technique delegates enforcement of the security

policy to the parser of each component.

Sekar proposed a technique of black-box taint inference

to address some of the limitations with dynamic tainting

[28], where the input/output relations of components are

observed and maintained to prevent attacks. Su and Wassermann provided a formal definition of input injection attacks and developed a technique to prevent them involving comparing parse trees with an augmented grammer [30].

Bandhakavi, Bisht, Madhusudan, Venkatakrishnan developed CANDID [3], a dynamic approach to detect SQL injection attacks where candidate clones of a SQL query, one

with user inputs and one with benign values, are executed

and their parse trees are compared. Louw and Venkatakr-



bookstore

classi↓eds

empldir

events

portal



Default LAMP (seconds)

6.816185 ± 0.054733

6.851533 ± 0.056738

10.166116 ± 0.074745

17.744610 ± 0.185874

45.581225 ± 0.201577



CAC without filter (seconds)

6.866490 ± 0.057927

6.873226 ± 0.094567

10.148491 ± 0.065809

17.723213 ± 0.181301

45.905163 ± 0.195552



Percentage Overhead

0.007380 (0.7380%)

0.003166 (0.3166%)

-0.001734 (-0.1734%)

-0.001206 (-0.1206%)

0.007107 (0.7107%)



CAC with filter (seconds)

6.934719 ± 0.061145

6.914917 ± 0.068607

10.182922 ± 0.080734

17.760221 ± 0.183376

45.793739 ± 0.227628



Percentage Overhead (filtered)

0.017390 (1.7390%)

0.009251 (0.9251%)

0.001653 (0.1653%)

0.000880 (0.0880%)

0.004662 (0.4662%)



Table 4: Result of Timing Evaluation



ishnan proposed a technique to prevent cross site scripting

[20] where the application sends two copies of output HTML

to a web browser for comparison, one with user inputs and

one with benign values. Bisht and Venkatakrishnan proposed a technique called XSS-GUARD [4], in which shadow

pages and their parse trees are being compared at the server.

Buehrer, Weide, and Sivilotti developed a technique involved

with comparing parse trees [6] to prevent SQL injection attacks.

Static techniques [2, 10, 13, 16, 19, 31, 34, 35] employ

the use of various static code analysis techniques to locate

sources of injection vulnerabilities in code. The results are

either reported as output or instrumented with monitors

for runtime protection. Because of the inherently imprecise nature of static code analysis, these techniques have the

limitations of false positives. They also suffer from scaling

problems when run with real world applications. Techniques

which involve machine learning [12, 33] also inherently have

the limitations of false positives and their effectiveness are

dependent on their training sets. Martin, Livshits, and Lam

developed PQL [21], a program query language that developers can use to find answers about injection flaws in their

applications and suggested that static and dynamic techniques can be developed to solve these queries.

Boyd and Keromytis developed a technique called SQLrand [5] to prevent SQL injection attacks based on instruction set randomization. SQL keywords are randomized at

the database level so attacks from user input become syntactically incorrect SQL statements. A proxy is set up between

the web server and the database to perform randomization of

these keywords using a key. Van Gundy and Chen proposed

a technique based on instruction set randomization called

Noncespaces against cross site scripting [8]. Nadji, Saxena

and Song developed a technique against cross site scripting

called Document Structure Integrity [22] by incorporating

dynamic tainting at the application and instruction set randomization at the web browser. Kirda, Kruegel, Vigna and

Jovanovic developed Noxes [18], a client side firewall based

approach to detect possibilities of a cross site scripting attack using special rules. Jim, Swamy, and Hicks proposed

a cross site scripting prevention technique called browserenforced embedded policies [15] where a web browser receives instructions from the server over what scripts it should

or should not run.



9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented complementary character coding and complement aware components, a new approach to dynamic tainting for guarding against a wide variety of web application injection attacks. In our approach,

two encodings are used for each character, standard characters and complement characters. Untrusted data coming

from users is encoded with complement characters, while

trusted developer code is encoded with standard characters.



Complementary character coding allows additional information about each character (whether it comes from a trusted

or untrusted source) to be propagated across component

boundaries seamlessly. Components are modified to enforce

security policies, which are characterized by sets of allowed

tokens, for which user input characters should not be permitted. Each complement aware component enforces its policy

by using full comparison to match sensitive tokens during

parsing. Elsewhere they use value comparison to preserve

functionality. This allows them to safely execute attempted

injection attacks as normal inputs. While ideally, the technique would be used with complement aware components

on both the server side and the client side, it is backward

compatible with existing browsers through HTTP content

negotiation and server-side filtering. Whether deployed with

complement aware browser or with a legacy browser, it provides protection against stored XSS attacks.

We have implemented a prototype for LAMP and conducted an experimental evaluation. The prototype prevented

all SQL injection, reflected and stored cross-site scripting injection attacks in the benchmarks studied. This was done

with only small overhead.

Directions of future work include completing our current

implementation, extending the prototype to handle Unicode

and more flexible security policies, incorporating techniques

to deal with taint propagation via control flow, more thorough evaluation of effectiveness and overhead, and exploring

other applications of complementary character coding and

its extended version through the use of multiple sign bits.
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